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New Questions for Old

The Prospectus of the Scholars’ Initiative (SI) summarizes the concerns of Group 10 in three questions. “To what extent is the ICTY [International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia] a political body? To what extent is it impartial? To what extent is it anti-Serb?” In the course of our research we have moved away from the attempt to answer them either in simple negative or affirmative terms and have arrived at the conclusion that it is more useful to investigate the sense in which it might be said that the Tribunal is political and the gap between intention and effect with respect to its impartiality. Perhaps more significantly, we believe that it is important to challenge the framing of partiality or impartiality in terms of the specific position of many Serbs.

The project sets out to challenge accounts of the Yugoslav experience embedded in the lay understanding of history, particularly in the region itself. These accounts often need to be challenged, not because the presumed “facts” upon which they are based are false but because the very intellectual framework within which they belong is distorted.

To What Extent Is the ICTY a Political Body?

The question contains the rhetorical implication that the ICTY should somehow not be a political body and that to reveal its political character is to expose its fundamental illegitimacy. This language is encountered frequently in press and public discussion of the Tribunal within the region, but no social scientist would ever entertain it seriously. All courts are political bodies: they are essentially embedded within the state. The fact that the ICTY is an international tribunal cannot
be expected to elevate it above the world of politics into some Platonic realm of ideal justice. The properly social-scientific answer to the original question is an explanation of the specific manner in which international justice takes on a political aspect.¹

To What Extent Is the ICTY Impartial?

Because courts are embedded within a political matrix they are never completely impartial—although their effectiveness and legitimacy rest upon the belief in their impartiality. A striking feature of the work of the ICTY, however, is the gap that has grown up between the international perception of its legitimacy (based substantially upon a belief in its impartiality) and local doubts on this score. Understanding of the importance of the Tribunal as an experiment in international justice is best advanced by rephrasing the original question in order to explore the origins and significance of that gap in perception.

Is the Tribunal Anti-Serb?

This certainly has been a widespread perception within Serbia. To tackle this question without further qualification would not be very helpful. The result would be to frame the SI irrecoverably as either pro- or anti-Serb. In fact, when one investigates the reception of the ICTY within the region, it is remarkable that different ethnic groups—and not only the Serbs—have come to perceive The Hague as at best indifferent to their own interests, if not hostile to them. Investigation of the reasons why that should be the case tells us interesting things about the Tribunal and about the differing characteristics of political cultures and processes within the post-Yugoslav states.

A central aim of the SI has been to provide “an attempt by scholars to bridge the gap that separates their knowledge of the tragic events of the period 1986–2000 from the proprietary interpretations that nationalist politicians and media have impressed upon mass culture.”² Our account is offered in the belief that the best way to undermine these “proprietary myths” is to challenge their central questions rather than to attempt to answer them. To do so without challenge would be only to confirm their legitimacy. While avoiding the Scylla of extreme nationalism, however, it is equally important to avoid the Charybdis of implicit Orientalism.³ While endeavoring to lay to rest some of the evidently mythological images of the ICTY that have become current in the Balkans, we are equally ready to point out that this experiment in international justice is open to critical scrutiny. Neither the process of demythologization nor that of independent critique will be completed on this occasion—but we hope that they both will have been given a significant impetus.
Our report did not set out to be—and cannot be—an encyclopedic work of reference on either the ICTY or the Yugoslav wars. Suggestions that it ought to have encompassed a comprehensive survey of the press of the region, a detailed analysis of court transcripts, an examination of the role of expert witnesses, a critique of the rules of evidence and procedure adopted by the Tribunal, or that it should engage with the problematic relationship between justice and reconciliation, all fall well outside the possibilities of a project that has been mounted here without the benefit of large research grants or permanent personnel.  

The Problem of Bias

The research goal that was originally given to Group 10 was to investigate the allegations of bias that had been laid against the ICTY. The task seemed, at first sight, to be fairly straightforward, but as members of the team began to explore the problem this originally defined exercise appeared to be pointless. Participants in the meeting that took place in Sarajevo in July 2002 were aware of no evidence of deliberate partiality on the part of the Tribunal, although allegations of bias were rife within the Yugoslav region. The question was how to reconcile these disparate, and apparently directly contradictory, observations.

At that time there was little scholarly investigation of the ICTY in any discipline. There was extensive discussion within the legal community at the time regarding the implications of the creation of the ICTY for law and jurisprudence. Within the legal literature critical discussion of the ICTY centered upon a number of procedural and conceptual issues, but the question of whether or not it was substantially biased in its practice was not addressed.

At the time when we conceived our project, we were aware of no significant attempt in English-, French-, or German-language literatures to expose bias in the working of the ICTY. The prevailing tone of discussion was to welcome its creation as a significant advance in the development of international humanitarian law, and the work of Aryeh Neier (president of the Open Society Institute and a figure who had been especially active in agitating for the creation of the Tribunal) was particularly important in setting the tone of discussion. It is perhaps significant that the first chief prosecutor of the ICTY, Justice Richard Goldstone, in his own writing about the Tribunal did not regard it as necessary to defend it against accusations of bias.

In 2002, the social-scientific literature devoted to the Yugoslav wars had little to say at all about the interest of any aspect of the ICTY. Given the undoubted familiarity of the generality of specialists with conditions in the “Yugoslav space,” it is reasonable to assume that, had the issue of the bias of the ICTY been one that was deemed worthy of attention, there would have been rather more evidence of this in the scholarly literature.
This lack of interest in the issue of bias on the part of foreign scholars of different disciplines contrasted sharply, however, with widespread popular perceptions of The Hague within the former Yugoslavia, where the citizenry (the purported constituents of the Tribunal) remained either ignorant or largely skeptical.

Following the Sarajevo conference, members of the group contributed a variety of types of input to the report, ranging from “desk research” synthesizing aspects of the literature; detailed scholarship addressing specific aspects of the Tribunal’s work; a survey of the public opinion research available in the Yugoslav region; interviews with a small number of key actors; reflection on their own experience as participants in one aspect or another of the work of the ICTY and as researchers in the region; and a small, specially commissioned focus-group investigation to explore attitudes to its work.10

The present summary of our work substantially condenses and reorganizes the findings of the original report.11 Section I presents a historical survey of the development of international humanitarian law before the creation of the ICTY. Section II examines the international context of its foundation and considers the contrasting stances of the principal international actors in relation to the ICTY. Section III provides a brief account of the circumstances surrounding the creation of the Tribunal. These three sections place the Tribunal within its historical context, explaining it in terms of a complex process, the outcome of which does not reflect directly the intentions of any one of the parties involved. Section IV turns its attention to the work of the ICTY itself, its structure and operation, taking in turn each of the major components of the organization. Section V offers a brief comparative study of the reception of the ICTY in Croatia, Serbia, and Bosnia-Hercegovina, attempting to probe the nature and sources of local perceptions of the Tribunal and to understand these within their political context. Section VI, finally, draws together and summarizes our conclusions, which provide a more nuanced view of the problems experienced by the Tribunal, and the reasons for the lack of a sympathetic response to it within the former Yugoslavia.

I. A Historical Survey

i. The Origins of International Humanitarian Law

Those who might be tempted to see in the creation of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia a device directed specifically against one or another of the peoples or states of the former Yugoslavia should pause in order to place this event in its historical context. Historical accounts of the laws of war typically begin with the implications of the Peace of Westphalia, which concluded
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The Dutch–Spanish War and the Thirty Years War in 1648. The rapid expansion of international trade during the nineteenth century resulted in a number of international agreements, although war continued to provide the primary stimulus to the emergence of international law. The International Committee of the Red Cross was founded in 1863. A factor that promoted this enhanced awareness of the need to control the suffering occasioned by war was the growing activity of the press in reporting it. In both the Crimean War (1854–1856) and the American Civil War (1861–1865) the action was followed by war correspondents representing the principal newspapers. Increasing exposure of the public to the experience of war through the media of mass communication has played a major part in the "moralization of international relations." Particularly important moments in this process were The Hague Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War of 1899 and the 1907 convention, to which can be traced the idea of "crimes against humanity."

A significant stimulus to the development of international law was given by the formation of the League of Nations in 1919, following World War I. The Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ) was founded in 1921 under the auspices of the League. It is clear from the experience of the League of Nations, however, that international legal opinion (and that of leading political figures) was deeply divided with respect to the idea of international criminal responsibility. Despite the creation of the PCIJ, a project proposed in 1937 by the International Association for Penal Law, that this should incorporate a permanent chamber of criminal law, was never realized.

**ii. Nuremberg and After**

The modern framework of international criminal law dates from the overthrow of the fascist regimes in Germany and Japan after World War II. The Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals have been criticized frequently in subsequent years because of their ad hoc status and because they represented "victors’ justice." Most significantly, the 1945 tribunals were specifically military courts, whereas the ICTY has a purely civilian status. Trials under similar circumstances could no longer claim legitimacy, and the ICTY was created with meticulous care to avoid this label. Moreover, the war was still underway when the ICTY was established, making it relatively easy to avoid the charge of victors’ justice.

It would be a mistake to limit evaluation of the post-1945 Tribunals to this negative aspect of their work. The London Agreement of 8 August 1945, drawn up by the victorious Allied powers, ushered in three important new principles. The first of these was the acceptance in international law of individual criminal responsibility for crimes against peace, war crimes, and crimes against humanity. Secondly the notion of crimes against humanity was clarified. These have
been described by Richard Goldstone as “crimes of such magnitude that they injured not only the immediate victims and not only people in the country or the continent where they were committed but also all of humankind.”19 Thirdly, and precisely because of their intrinsic nature, crimes against humanity were recognized as falling under “universal jurisdiction.”20

The positive side of the story undoubtedly includes the impressive deployment of documentary evidence as the basis for the cases advanced by the prosecutor. In this respect they can be regarded as having set acceptable standards for subsequent endeavors. In 1946 the General Assembly of the UN reaffirmed unanimously the principles enshrined in the Nuremberg charter.

In the wake of World War II, between 1948 and 1954, the foundations were laid for the modern system of international criminal law. Although these measures are often referred to as relating to war crimes, it is significant that the first postwar treaty, the Genocide Convention of 1948, expressly acknowledged that the “odious scourge” of genocide is outlawed “whether committed in time of peace or in time of war.”21

The International Court of Justice (successor to the PCIJ) was set up under the auspices of the UN in 1946. Although this court was created solely in order to adjudicate disputes between states, there was extensive debate at the time about the possibility of adding an additional chamber to the court for the purpose of trying cases involving individual criminal responsibility. For a variety of reasons these discussions came to nothing. It is evident, even so, that responding to the Nuremberg and Tokyo Trials, and in the context of the passage of the Genocide Convention, the possible need for an international penal court was already under widespread consideration.

The four Red Cross (Geneva) Conventions followed in 1949. These covered the treatment of the wounded and sick in time of war, the treatment of prisoners of war, and the protection of civilians during armed conflicts. To these were added in 1954 The Hague Convention and The Hague Protocol dealing with “the protection of cultural property in the event of armed conflict.” Taken together (along with the 1977 additional protocols, noted below), these instruments can be regarded as providing the spine of contemporary humanitarian protection law.

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights was promulgated in 1966. After this the necessity for international intervention is defined in terms of the need to protect human rights, and conflict is addressed less in the form of situations in which the interests of states must be adjusted and more typically as primary threats to the rights of all.22

The changing climate of thinking in this area was reflected and confirmed in 1977 with the passage of two protocols supplementary to the Geneva Conventions. Article I of the first protocol included in its coverage “armed conflicts in which peoples are fighting against colonial domination and alien occupation
and against racist regimes in the exercise of their self-determination.” Clearly, in encompassing what had hitherto been regarded generally as civil wars, the old understanding of the laws of war as regulating only armed conflict between states had been substantially attenuated.

By the time of the creation of the ICTY in 1993, the boundaries between “war” and “not war” and between “armed forces” and “civilians” had been eroded from the point of view of the status of the actors and with respect to space and time. The older concept of laws of war had by then evolved into a wider understanding of international humanitarian law. The paradoxical fact arising from this series of measures, however, is that whereas international criminal law had become a reality, the enforcement of the law was left in the hands of separate contracting states. There was no international criminal court responsible for the trial and punishment of offenders, no group of experienced professionals to work in this area, no established body of procedure governing the activity of such a court, and no legal culture within which it could be embedded. Nevertheless, it is clear that the Tribunal’s creation belongs consistently within the process of the development of international humanitarian law described here.

II. The ICTY in Its International Context

The fact that the Tribunal in The Hague is titled the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, marks its ad hoc status and implies that its existence requires some kind of special explanation. It is often assumed that its formation reveals the hostility of the major states toward one or another of the Yugoslav peoples or constituent republics. This assumption is questionable. An exhaustive survey of the international scene at the time of the breakup of the Yugoslav federation is unnecessary in the context of the other chapters of this book. Nevertheless, some features of that context merit special emphasis in relation to the attempt to understand the creation, form, and character of the Tribunal.

i. Genesis: The End of the Cold War

The principal feature of the configuration of political circumstances that surrounded the collapse of the former Yugoslavia was the ending of the cold war. Following the collapse of Soviet hegemony in Eastern Europe, symbolized by the breaching of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the NATO states were deeply preoccupied with the reconfiguration of patterns of security as the Soviet threat receded, the possibility of a “peace dividend,” and the future role of the alliance. Nor was this debate confined to the North Atlantic area. There was widespread—indeed, global—discussion of the hypothetical emergence of a New World Order (NWO) that might come to replace the centuries-old Westphalian paradigm of interstate
relations, but it remained unclear just what were the normative or institutional components of this order—or, where these appeared already to be in existence, the degree of their effectiveness. The beginnings of this NWO might be said to date from the founding of the Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) in August 1975. Following the end of the cold war, the adoption of the Charter of Paris on 21 November 1990 initiated the transformation of a primarily political forum for the discussion of a range of European issues into a set of institutions (the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, OSCE) intended to manage conflict and ensure coordination in the face of common problems. When the Yugoslav crisis broke, however, these arrangements were entirely untested and embodied collective aspiration but without experience. What is more, as a British Foreign Office memorandum of November 1991 observed, “the consensus principle means that the CSCE’s intervention can only be effective if, and in so far as, it is welcome to the government concerned.” In the circumstances of the breakup of Yugoslavia that consensus was not forthcoming—neither was it clear from whom it might be obtained.

**ii. The Preference for Mediation and Negotiation**

The strength of these predispositions and the apparent existence of appropriate European structures provided grounds upon which the U.S. could base its own preferences to allow European governments to respond to the Yugoslav crisis.

In December 1991 the European Community (EC) had just redesignated itself as the European Union (EU) with the signing of the Maastricht Treaty, and the possible expansion of concerted political and diplomatic action by Europe was on the agenda. The leaders of the Union took the state of affairs in Yugoslavia as an opening to explore opportunities in this direction. Both the EU and the OSCE held out great expectations with respect to the possibilities for responding to a major conflict in Europe. Neither organization had experience of how its potential might be translated into action, however, and the reality of the Yugoslav crisis did not match the scenarios that had served as templates in the process of devising these institutions. Crucially, neither body had at its disposal military forces other than those of their constituent states. Consequently, within Europe, the international response to war in Yugoslavia was heavily biased from the beginning toward negotiation or mediation rather than military intervention. With hindsight it is clear that the Community, in adopting a policy of mediation between the local parties to conflict, was committed in advance to limiting itself to diplomatic and humanitarian intervention and that by this stage without the backing of armed force it stood little chance of realizing its aims.
iii. Explaining the Yugoslav Crisis

International responses to the Yugoslav crisis in 1991 were founded upon two main misunderstandings of the nature of the problem. The first of these anticipated that conflict in the Balkans would recapitulate aspects of World War II, in which (it was widely believed) Tito’s partisan forces had succeeded in tying down a large number of German divisions. The impossibility of fighting a war in the Balkans without inordinate cost, based upon accounts of World War II, was taken for granted.

The second narrative was the myth of ancient hatreds fostered by publicists such as Robert Kaplan. This view made the conflict in Yugoslavia essentially incomprehensible to the outsider, rooted as it was presumed to be in chronic mental states or cultural predispositions.

The arms embargo imposed by UNSC Resolution 713 of 25 September 1991 was clearly a reflection of such perceptions. Its justification was often framed in terms of the need to avoid pouring oil on the flames—in other words to avoid making worse a situation in which the locals were naturally combustible! The metaphor of the Balkan tinderbox was frequently deployed.

Furthermore, approached by politicians or the communications media with requests for explanation, it was not uncommon for academic commentators to justify their own claims to expertise by insisting on the remarkable complexity of the Balkan situation. Academic insistence upon the complexity and intractability of this revived “Eastern Question” hardly provided assurance to politicians that effective international military involvement was possible.

It came to be believed that the best that the international community could do was to mediate and provide humanitarian support. By the time the war had spread into Bosnia-Hercegovina, the major international actors were already trapped in a framework of policy options that severely limited their capacity for action in Yugoslavia, and they were committed to the long round of fruitless negotiations, culminating in the failure of the Vance–Owen initiatives in the summer of 1993. It is against this background that, as we shall see in the next section, the proposal for a war crimes tribunal emerged as a favored response to the crisis.

iv. The Variability of Policy toward Yugoslavia

One of the most obvious features of the international context of the Balkans since 1992 has been the variability of several major international actors’ stances toward the region’s problems. Each of the major states involved experienced internal political conflict over the utility and character of the Tribunal. Power has as often been used in order to prevent developments as to accelerate them. The result has
been notable for the way in which the unintended consequences of action by international actors have been as significant as their intentions.32

During the initial period of the Yugoslav crisis the attention of the administration of President George H. W. Bush was concentrated primarily upon the Middle East—particularly following the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990 and the subsequent Gulf War. The U.S. perceived no immediate threat in the Balkans to its own interests, and while taking the general view that a redrawing of the map was undesirable, the administration felt itself to be under no pressure to engage directly with the problems of Yugoslavia. The large-scale involvement of European countries in the region in the form of trade and investment (outweighing that of the U.S.) was expected to give the Europeans a superior economic leverage on the parties to the Yugoslav conflict. The policy of the administration of the U.S. toward the Tribunal shifted substantially at the point when Madeleine Albright took over as ambassador to the UN.

British attitudes under Conservative and Labour governments were far from identical, and the stances of the Mitterrand and Chirac presidencies in France were notably different. The Russian impact on events was relatively marginal in this area. As Richard Ullman has observed, “in its involvement with Yugoslavia, Russia has behaved less like a state seeking primacy than one which wants to be seen to be consulted, a member of the innermost circle.”33

The UN itself was a significant component of the international political context of the creation of the Tribunal. As Thierry Tardy has pointed out, the new climate of cooperation between formerly opposed superpowers after 1989 created a situation in which it was possible for the UN to act in a much more interventionist spirit in general. Between its founding in 1945 and 1988, the UN authorized thirteen major peacekeeping and similar operations: thirty-three were undertaken after that date.34 Whereas only five such missions had been in operation in 1985, no fewer than seventeen were current in December 1995. In understanding the ICTY, therefore, it is perhaps important to place it within an international climate that over time became more favorable to international intervention and that accorded to the UN an influence that in other times it might not have possessed.

The context during which the ICTY was conceived was unique, and the result of a number of coinciding factors. The end of the cold war, the election of the Clinton administration, the appointment of Madeleine Albright as the United States’ envoy, and the culture of legalism within the leadership of the UN all laid the foundation for a possible international war crimes tribunal, whether its jurisdiction be Bosnia, Rwanda, or elsewhere. Had this conflict erupted even five years earlier, it is doubtful whether the UN Security Council would have done anything about it.

The timing of the birth of the ICTY suggests that it was not a long-standing conspiracy created as a means of debasing the Croats, Serbs, or Bosniaks before
the international community, as some nationalists have claimed. No serious action was taken until after the flames of war had fanned from Slovenia and Croatia into Bosnia and the European stance of reliance upon negotiation and mediation had demonstrated its ineffectiveness.

v. Elite Inaction and Public Outrage

The pressure to break the international deadlock came, as Gary Bass notes, very emphatically from nonstate actors—especially from the press. Three stories were particularly important in focusing popular attention on the Balkan situation—the siege of Vukovar, which fell to Serb forces after a three-month siege in November 1991; the attack on Dubrovnik in December; and the U.S. publication of an interview by John Burns with the self-confessed war criminal Borislav Herak.35

The tide of public indifference really turned, however, with the reports in July and August of 1992 of detention camps filed by journalists (in the English-speaking world) such as Roy Gutman, Penny Marshall, Ed Vuillamy, John Burns, and Maggie O’Kane and (for Francophone audiences) Jean Hatzfeld and Yves Heller.36

A further impetus to the redefinition of the Yugoslav situation came in August 1992 with the publication of several reports on the war in Bosnia by significant nongovernmental and international organizations. The first of these was the Human Rights Watch report.37 The first report of Tadeusz Mazowiecki, the UN special commissioner for human rights, was presented in August 1992.38 (His reports were a significant factor in ensuring that governments could not remain in ignorance of the problems.) This was followed in September by publication of a report on the situation in Bosnia commissioned by the CSCE.39

On 26 and 27 August the London Conference was convened—involving representatives of more than twenty states, together with the leaders of the former Yugoslav republics and autonomous provinces. This took place partly because of the obvious gap between the rising international public concern about the situation and the conspicuous failure of the European-led Carrington mission. At the London Conference, responsibility for future negotiations was formally handed over jointly to Lord David Owen (acting for the EU) and Cyrus Vance (special representative of the UN secretary-general). Their efforts to negotiate a settlement of the conflict resulted in the Vance–Owen Peace Plan for Bosnia-Hercegovina, which was presented in Geneva on 2–4 January 1993. Although this was soon endorsed both by representatives of the secessionist Bosnian Croats and the Bosnian government, it became clear rapidly that the plan would founder on the opposition of the Bosnian Serbs; by the end of March it was a dead letter. Radosan Karadžić, the political leader of the Bosnian Serbs, was put under enormous pressure to accept the plan, and at the Athens meeting of 1–2 May even put his
signature to it. He made it clear that effective endorsement was conditional upon its ratification in a referendum, which was to take place on 15–16 May. To the surprise of very few this was not forthcoming.

By the early autumn of 1992 it is possible to speak, without exaggeration, of public outrage in response to the reporting of events in Yugoslavia, and it was clear that in the face of enormous public concern a new approach was required. It is within this context that the formation of the ICTY needs to be understood.

III. The Formation of the ICTY

The Yugoslav crisis came before the General Assembly of the UN on 23 September, when the possibility of a tribunal was proposed by Germany’s Klaus Kinkel. On 6 October, Resolution 780 was passed in the Security Council, establishing a Commission of Experts in order to explore the feasibility of a war crimes tribunal.40

That commission had before it not only the material already published but the results of investigative missions that it conducted, including the exhumation of mass graves.41 In October, Amnesty International added its voice to the growing volume of well-documented protests about the scale and seriousness of “grave violations” of the Geneva and Hague Conventions in the region.42

In the context of the accusations that have been made regarding the political pressures that shaped the creation of the ICTY, it is important to acknowledge several features of the commission and its work.43 Its original chair, the Dutch professor of international law Frits Kalshoven, has complained publicly about the difficulties faced by the commission, attributing some of them to deliberate obstruction (blaming Britain, France, Germany, and Italy). Several secret services were accused of refusing to pass on relevant information they were believed to possess. Kalshoven resigned his post (on medical grounds) before the commission had completed its task, handing over responsibility to Cherif Bassiouni (president of the International Human Rights Law Institute at DePaul University in the U.S.). A great deal of its eventual success was owed to Bassiouni’s personal dedication and hard work in overcoming problems posed by the inadequacy of the resources placed at its disposal and the lack of cooperation from relevant parties. Bassiouni also believed that British diplomacy was hostile to the investigation, although both his own published account and the interviews given by Kalshoven make it clear that many of their difficulties were rooted in the bureaucratic culture of the UN itself. The members of the commission were nominated for their individual expertise in relevant areas and not as representatives of particular states.44

On 22 February 1993 the Security Council of the UN decided by a unanimous vote that “an international tribunal shall be established for the prosecution of persons responsible for serious violations of international humanitarian law
committed in the territory of the former Yugoslavia since 1991.” Resolution 808 directed the secretary-general to submit to the UNSC a specific proposal to this effect. Accordingly, on 3 May 1993 the secretary-general submitted his report, which was approved by the council on 25 May, again by a unanimous vote (UNSCR 827) creating the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia.

The experience of the Commission of Experts underlines several important general points in relation to the events that led to the creation of the ICTY. It was set up in response to widespread public concern rather than as an expression of the determination of the major international actors. Indeed, to some extent its existence seems to have been regarded as an embarrassment because the possibility that key players in the events were identified as possible war criminals was interpreted as potentially prejudicing the outcome of concurrent peace negotiations.

Throughout the period of its operation, funding for the commission remained irregular and insecure, dependent initially in large measure upon contributions to a voluntary trust fund. Roughly a third of its direct financial support appears to have come from the U.S. Other backing in money, in services, and in personnel was contributed by a wide range of governmental and nongovernmental sources. Bassiouuni attributes the persisting problem of serious underfunding that afflicted the commission primarily to the bureaucratic character of the UN and to inefficiency rather than to any systematic attempt to subvert its work.

The commission’s work was suddenly terminated in July 1994. Because the ICTY had already been established, the UN did not believe that it was necessary to keep the commission going. It is undoubtedly the case, however, that this did have one consequence of enormous importance. It prevented the government of Yugoslavia from making any formal presentation of its own evidence. That information was, therefore, not available in time for the commission to make its final report. This did lend credence to the idea that the ICTY, from its inception, was designed principally as an instrument to punish the Serbs and their allies. In this respect, it has been very damaging.

IV. The Structure and Operation of the Tribunal

The structure of the ICTY and its terms of reference are set out in its statute, first enacted as an annex to Resolution 827 of the UN Security Council. The Tribunal was expressly set up in order to apply existing international law and not to create it. For this reason, Articles 2–5 of the statute confine its jurisdiction to international crimes already well established before its creation and, indeed, accepted by the government of the former Yugoslav federation. Any law becomes a reality, however, only when it is interpreted and tested in court. This has been particularly the case in relation to the Genocide Convention, which had not previously been
tested in any court. The legal relevance of the distinction between international armed conflict and civil war had been taken for granted in popular parlance but never securely established in international law. A particularly important element of judicial innovation was undertaken by the Tribunal in its determination of the status of the law relating to rape.

There have been several legal challenges to the determinations reached by the Trial Chambers in The Hague, notably in its early years those relating to the concept of civil war and the possible immunity to prosecution of a former head of state. The appropriateness of the use of Chapter VII of the UN Charter as the mechanism for the creation of the Tribunal has also been called into question. Whereas these points of challenge have to do with the interpretation of international law, they have rested upon a general acceptance of the validity of the legal conventions themselves. Our report did not, therefore, explore legal issues of that kind, which for our purposes were taken as settled. The manner in which the operation of the ICTY has acquired political relevance has been shaped closely by its own structure and mode of operation. In examining its political relevance, therefore, it will be both logical and helpful to organize that discussion in terms of its several components.

i. The Trial Chambers

The Trial Chambers constitute the core of the Court. The judges are elected by the General Assembly of the United Nations for a term of four years. At the time of writing, the members of Chambers were drawn from twenty-two different countries. The president and vice president are elected by and from among the judges.

The judges are divided between three Trial Chambers, each of which elects a presiding judge, and the Appeals Chamber. Each trial is heard by a panel of three judges, of whom at least one must be selected from among the permanent judges. The Appeals Chamber is in common with the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR). The judges in Chambers are collectively responsible, under Article 15 of the statute, for the determination of their own rules of procedure and evidence.

The permanent judges have important regulatory functions in relation to the work of the Tribunal, exercising collegiate responsibility under the president. They draft and adopt the legal instruments regulating the functioning of the ICTY, such as the rules of procedure and evidence. Care is taken to ensure that judges do not sit on cases in which they might be expected to have an interested position. The sense of the independence of the Tribunal is maintained strenuously.

The Chambers can be said to operate as a kind of hermetically sealed element in relation to the rest of the Tribunal’s work. This is an important factor in
supporting its legitimacy; at the same time, however, it has resulted in some of the most serious public misunderstandings about the nature of the Tribunal. Because the members of Chambers are drawn systematically from so many states, the question of patronage has not been identified as a persisting and systematic political issue, although during the first rounds of voting great concern was expressed as to the adequacy or otherwise of the representation of Muslim countries. Generally speaking, any controversy concerning the composition of the Chambers has involved the practical competence of candidates and not their partiality.

The task of synthesizing a coherent and workable practice from these diverse elements has been far from easy. In the event, a large part of the practice of the Tribunal has been adopted from common law (as opposed to civil law) systems. A key difference here is between the adversarial confrontation between prosecution and defense counsel before the judge(s) and jury, characteristic of the former, and the primacy of the investigating magistrate(s) charged with the independent pursuit of the truth, typical of the latter. The adversarial system permitted public debate of the issues, the open interrogation of witnesses, and the dissection of argument. Nevertheless, the status of the Chambers as a hermetically sealed element has meant that they have been slow to realize the importance of explaining clearly to the outside world the nature and significance of their modus operandi.

The concept of an indictment, for example, which is familiar within the American system, is not necessarily generally understood—particularly the difference between indicting somebody for an offense (which takes place before the trial) and actually finding them guilty after the evidence has been heard and weighed.

An important point upon which the Chambers have found themselves exciting wider political controversy has been Rule 61. Article 21:4(d) of the Tribunal’s statute confirms the right of the accused “to be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing.” Trials in absentia are thereby expressly forbidden. Rule 61 provides, however, for a revision of the indictment in the event of a prolonged failure to produce the accused in court following the original indictment. Whereas the purpose of this measure is clear—placing states under pressure not to conceal or protect those accused of serious crimes—Rule 61 has been interpreted not only as providing for trials in absentia but as aligning the judges with the work of the prosecutor, from whose office they are supposed to be clearly independent. These procedural devices are open to lay interpretation as the determination of guilt before a trial has taken place.

The penalties that the court may exact are limited (Article 24 of the statute) to imprisonment, and paragraph 1 specifies that “the Trial Chambers shall have recourse to the general practice regarding prison sentences in the courts of the former Yugoslavia.” This leaves room for considerable interpretation, however,
and judges from different countries have brought to their task quite different standards of appropriateness. Western European interpretations of a life sentence can appear astonishingly lenient in relation to American and Yugoslav practice. The multinational composition of the Trial Chambers has resulted in difficulties in ensuring consistency and comparability between sentences, not all of which have been settled on appeal.\textsuperscript{53}

One of the most contentious areas of the practice of the Trial Chambers has been questions relating to plea bargaining. This practice is well established in the U.S. but regarded with mixed feelings elsewhere. The decision to (perhaps) set aside some counts on the original indictment in return for cooperation on the part of those indicted is often misunderstood.\textsuperscript{54} The indictments are usually long and complex and often issued at an early stage of investigation. It can be in the interests of both sides to proceed to trial on a highly simplified indictment. In all of these areas it has been noteworthy that the Tribunal has suffered from its own failure to explain adequately to the outside world aspects of its practice.\textsuperscript{55}

Rachel Kerr defends strongly the record of political independence of the Chambers. “Whilst politics permeates every other aspect of the Tribunal, including its very existence, it does not enter the courtroom and impinge upon due process of law.”\textsuperscript{56} While accepting this judgment, it is worth remarking that the most significant political consequence of the actions of the judges can be seen to flow unintentionally precisely from their determined depoliticization and their refusal to take into account extralegal considerations.

\textit{ii. The Registry}

The Registry is responsible for the administration and judicial support services of the Tribunal, including the translation of documents, the interpretation of court proceedings, and the maintenance of records of evidence and material that is potentially available as evidence. Its judicial responsibilities cover the organization of the hearings, the legal files and archives, the operation of the legal aid program for indigent defendants, the provision of assistance and protection to witnesses, the management of the Tribunal’s own detention unit at Scheveningen, and the provision of internal security.

To the registrar falls a good deal of the diplomatic work of the Tribunal; but whereas the president is largely concerned with the specifically judicial aspects of its work, the registrar is responsible for a good deal of the sensitive negotiation required in order to secure its budget. The Registry serves the needs of all other major elements of the Tribunal—the Trial Chambers, the prosecutor’s office, and defense counsel.

The silence of commentators on the ICTY regarding the work of the Registry might well be taken as an indication of its politically uncontroversial status
with respect to the outside world, but there is at least one area in which the con-
duct of the Registry can be seen as having significant political consequences. This
has to do with the belatedness and limited nature of its provision for commu-
nication with the outside world.

The Outreach Section of the Tribunal was not created until the end of 1999.
Before then there was a very small press office, the activities of which were con-
fined largely to The Hague. Official communication had also been limited to the
English and French languages, and the Press Office waited for enquirers to come
to it in search of information. Having been established, the Outreach Section
initially saw its task as directed primarily to improving the information available
to the legal profession and to journalists. As a result, its effort tended to address
public opinion only very indirectly and through institutions that either had an
interest in the issues or that had already formed their views within a specific
institutional/political context—often hostile to the ICTY. The video presentation
of the work of the Tribunal, Justice at Work, which provides an overview of
the Tribunal’s structure and operations, was not produced until 2001. Facilities
for regular television coverage were only introduced with the Milošević trial in
February 2002. Other efforts to familiarize people in the region with the statute,
procedures, and operations of the ICTY have been produced mostly by outside
researchers rather than by Tribunal staff. It is still the case that the source most
heavily relied upon by journalists covering the affairs of the Tribunal is the
Tribunal Update, produced regularly by an independent charity, the Institute for War
and Peace Reporting.

A significant illustration of the failure of the Outreach program can be seen
in the controversy surrounding the transfer of former Yugoslav President Slobo-
dan Milošević to The Hague. Serbian President Vojislav Koštunica alleged that
this was illegal on the ground that Yugoslavia had no treaty of extradition with
The Hague. The transfer of Milošević took place under Article 29 of the ICTY’s
own statute, however, and did not require a separate treaty of extradition. A clear
public rebuttal of Koštunica might have gone some way toward mollifying cer-
tain sections of Serbian public opinion.

Until very recently, the Tribunal has been very slow in appreciating the fact
that it had a job to do in explaining the basics of its intentions and operations. The
result of this is that, whereas the Registry has been far from political in the sense
of its pursuing either its own goals or those of powerful others in the Yugoslav
region, its very indifference to the outside world has given to the Tribunal a blank
facade upon which it has been possible for others to project assumed purposes,
uncorrected by the institution itself.
iii. The Office of the Prosecutor

The allegations that the ICTY is a political body and, in particular, that it is biased have related mostly to the work of the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP). Its members are experienced police officers, crime experts, analysts, lawyers, and trial attorneys. The prosecutor’s office conducts investigations (by collecting evidence, identifying witnesses, exhuming mass graves), prepares indictments, and presents prosecutions before the judges of the Tribunal.

As with the Trial Chambers, lawyers within the OTP come from different traditions and take significantly different approaches (especially across the civil–common law divide). There are differences in the level of competence of those involved, and there may be differences of point of view between professional groups. Three areas of its activity have become the focus of allegations of bias: the supposed link between the financing of the Tribunal and the political compliance of the OTP; the pattern of detentions; and (most controversially) various aspects of policy relating to indictment.

Finance has always been a sore point in relation to the Tribunal. In the early days of its existence it operated on a shoestring—in the first year of its operation its budget was only $276,000. Financial provision subsequently has become both more generous and more secure. Its budget for 2005–2006 was $278,500,000—a tenfold increase. The severity of early budgetary constraints has left a legacy of suspicion that he who pays the piper must be in a position to call the tune. The U.S. has always provided a substantial proportion of the total financial resources of the ICTY, which laid it open to claims that there might be a link between its financial viability and the policy of prosecution. No clear evidence has emerged, however, that substantiates the view that specific prosecutions have been politically motivated by virtue of the Tribunal’s financial dependence upon influential states.

An area of controversy relating to the Tribunal’s finances has arisen in connection to the costs of defense. The statute of the ICTY provides that the accused shall be entitled to facilities for the preparation of their defense, to counsel of their own choosing, and to legal aid to ensure that defendants are adequately represented and that witnesses and evidence can support their cases. Not all defendants have taken advantage of these provisions. During the period of office of Croatian President Franjo Tuđman, defendants of Croatian national identity were supported by the Croatian state. Conspicuously also, former Yugoslav President Slobodan Milošević initially declined to recognize the court and prepared and conducted his own defense. Actions of this kind are, of course, profoundly political in their intention and are expected to create and reinforce the impression that defendants are themselves victims of the judicial system who either require support from their friends or who courageously stand alone in defiance of it. Clearly
it is the case that if the ICTY is open to accusations of political manipulation in connection with its financing it is not only the OTP itself that merits scrutiny.

The Tribunal has been criticized repeatedly in relation to the detention (or failure to detain) of those who have been indicted by the OTP. To a large extent these criticisms have been misplaced, particularly in that the Tribunal itself does not have any agency that could be responsible for the detention of suspects under its control. It is entirely dependent in this respect upon the services of military or police forces that are either attached to specific states or part of the international forces operating within the region.\textsuperscript{60}

Patterns of detainment are believed to be the objects of political pressure from one state or another. There have been significant differences in the pattern of detainment between different zones of control within Bosnia, which to some extent might support the notion that detainments take place as a reflection of policy and not by chance. There have been radically divergent interpretations of the rules of engagement by local commanders even working within the same national contingents, as a consequence of which suspicions of complicity have flourished. Detainment has been a highly controversial matter; but this fact should not be taken as supporting in one way or another the notion that the prosecutor’s office itself is biased.\textsuperscript{61}

Detainments have become one of the most regularly contentious aspects of the activities of successive chief prosecutors because they have attempted to use international pressure to ensure transfers to The Hague, linking these to the promise of diplomatic support or the availability of aid. Although this kind of pressure upon local governments to undertake detainments or to persuade those indicted to surrender themselves is valued by the international agencies themselves as a useful lever by means of which compliance with their own terms can be enforced in the region, its use is determined by these agencies. Its use is likely to be welcomed by the Office of the Prosecutor, but it cannot be used as evidence that the OTP itself adopts a position of systematic bias against any state that is on its receiving end, particularly because all of the post-Yugoslav states have been (from time to time and to varying degrees) the subjects of this type of leverage.

Ever since the Tribunal began its work, the pattern of indictments issued by the OTP has been the object of critical scrutiny, particularly in relation to their ethnic balance. The majority of indictments (more than two-thirds) have been issued against ethnic Serbs.\textsuperscript{62} There have been counterallegations, however, that, given the pattern of crimes and the level of their seriousness, the balance ought to have been more weighted in that direction.

The emphasis upon command responsibility is one of the most problematic aspects of the indictment policy of the OTP. Whereas this idea is rooted in Article 7(3) of the Tribunal’s statute, so that prosecution under this head is in accordance with the law, the effect of overreliance upon it is possibly counterproductive. The
Documentation Center in Sarajevo, responsible for a detailed audit of the casualties in Bosnia-Herzeogovina during the Yugoslav wars, has definitely identified more than 100,000 deaths.\(^6\) In light of the fact that it is practically impossible to ever ensure that individuals are brought to account for more than a fraction of these, it has been necessary for the OTP to adopt a principle of selection. Whereas the policy of “ascending the ladder of responsibility” may indeed help to ensure that the architects of ethnic cleansing or the directors of mass murder are brought to trial, it is still the case that many thousands of small fish responsible for specific acts of barbarity are left to return to open public life, often in the communities they formerly terrorized. It is hardly surprising under these circumstances that the Tribunal is seen as falling short of local expectations of justice.\(^6\) It is important to point out, however, that the Tribunal’s expectation is that responsibility for the prosecution of these minor cases increasingly will be taken over by municipal courts as institutions of justice become more securely established in the post-Yugoslav states and greater trust can be placed in their political independence, as well as their competence.

A further, and more dangerous, consequence of the policy of prosecuting on the basis of command responsibility is that it can be perceived as undermining the essential principle enshrined in the Tribunal’s own statute that only individuals are to be held responsible for crimes. Michael Humphrey has argued that the prosecution of leading military and political figures may bring with it a special danger.\(^6\) In an important sense leaders stand for the community, and it becomes hard to avoid turning “prosecutions into politically and symbolically managed events” in which the community itself is on trial. While setting out to challenge popular discourse about atrocity in terms of collective guilt and insisting upon individual responsibility, the judicial process implicitly places the collectivity in the dock.\(^6\)

The most controversial area of this discussion relates to the possibility of the issue of indictments against NATO personnel for offenses alleged to have been committed during the air campaign against Serbia. Two aspects of this campaign have been claimed to constitute violations of the laws or customs of war. Article 3(a) of the Tribunal’s statute prohibits “employment of poisonous weapons or other weapons calculated to cause unnecessary suffering,” and paragraph (b) prohibits “wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity.” The deployment of munitions incorporating depleted uranium has been held to constitute an infraction of the first of these, and several features of the selection of targets, infractions of the second.\(^6\) Given the fact that Article 1 of the statute gives to the ICTY “the power to prosecute persons responsible for serious violations of international humanitarian law committed in the territory of the former Yugoslavia since 1991,” this possibility would seem not to be excluded from its competence, though not positively indicated.
The Tribunal took very seriously the need to confront this issue, which was the subject of a detailed internal report, following which it was decided not to proceed with action against NATO personnel. This decision, whether soundly based in law or a triumph of prudence over principle, has had enormous political consequences, not only by reinforcing the idea that the ICTY is inherently anti-Serb and a creature of the U.S., but also in entrenching U.S. opposition to the International Criminal Court.

Finally, it is necessary to enquire to what extent a strategic error has been made in relation to public acceptance of the ICTY by allowing for all intents and purposes the public face of the court to be the OTP and not the president. The express function of the prosecutor is to prosecute, whereas the Trial Chambers (headed by the president) are charged with determining the truth in the light of evidence and argument submitted by both the prosecution and the defense. It is a vital question (although hypothetical and speculative) just what difference might have been made to the frame within which the Tribunal came to be defined had its most prominent public representative been seen as more obviously neutral in relation to the task of issuing indictments and prosecuting the accused.

V. Bias and the Perception of Bias: The ICTY in the “Yugoslav Space”

Questions relating to the bias in the ICTY’s operations have been so persistent and so strongly sustained that they deserve additional consideration. These questions are patterned in such a way as to relate systematically to features of the political cultures of the different states that emerged from the former Yugoslavia. To dismiss this phenomenon as simple error would be to pass up an opportunity to investigate how the ICTY articulated with the politics of these states and learn something about the nature of the post-Yugoslav states. It is to this task that we now turn.

The blankness of the facade that the ICTY presented to the region permitted the projection onto it of images that had little to do with its originating purposes and that bore little relation to the manner in which it actually functioned, either as a court of law or as an element of the international political environment. Not surprisingly, under these conditions, nationalist politicians who had succeeded in occupying the larger part of the ideological space in the ex-Yugoslav states found the opportunity to write their own narratives on this blank facade as elaborations of their own proprietary myths of recent history.

Although the ICTY itself has defined its work in terms of legal questions, domestic audiences within the Yugoslav region focus instead on political issues, such as the funding and operation of the ICTY, and on ethical questions related to the legitimacy and conduct of the wars of succession in the former Yugoslavia.
and on the political responsibility for war of the successor states. In contrast with the legalistic focus of international and professional actors on the punishment of crimes, local expectations often are based upon reporting that portrays the court and the accused as politically and morally controversial but has little to say about the crimes.\textsuperscript{70}

The reception of the ICTY across the region has not been uniform. If we are to understand how these differing (and largely inconsistent) accounts of bias have flourished, we need to go beyond resorting to the Machiavellian intentions of local politicians and consider a wider range of significant features of the political institutions and cultures of the former Yugoslav states.

In the successor states of Yugoslavia, national identities came to be defined dialectically in relation to one another—a process that contributed to the dissolution of the federal state and arguably determined some of the most violent aspects of the way this dissolution took place. The ICTY has come to play the role of a medium through which the relationships between national identities are played out. Issues such as the commensurability of guilt and the question of responsibility for the war remain important in the postwar period. It is still the case that relations between the states and regions of the former Yugoslavia are being defined to some extent through competing discourses about war crimes. To this end, we now examine briefly the reception of the Tribunal in Croatia, Serbia, and Bosnia-Hercegovina.

\textit{i. Croatia and the ICTY}

"No issue has polarized the post-authoritarian Croatian political scene as much as the issue of cooperation with the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia," write Victor Peskin and Mieczysław Boduszyński.\textsuperscript{71} There was always an element of suspicion in Croatia toward the ICTY, reflected initially in the almost complete silence of the press regarding its foundation. The first indictments, however, were all against ethnic Serbs: up until November 1995 only one indictment was issued by the Tribunal against an ethnic Croat. That picture changed dramatically when, on 10 November, the first of twenty-one indictments were issued in connection with events in west-central Bosnia—all against ethnic Croats. In fact by March 1996 roughly a third of the indictments issued were against Croats. This was hardly consistent with the official Croatian view that the war had been a matter of Serb aggression against innocent parties whose actions were invariably defensive in character.

At the heart of President Franjo Tudjman’s anxiety about the ICTY was the issue of Bosnia-Hercegovina, at least parts of which he believed should belong by rights to Croatia.\textsuperscript{72} The international settlement at Dayton, however, presumed the permanence of a Bosnian state—and hence its permanent alienation from
Croatia. For as long as Tudjman was at the helm there were powerful ideological reasons for noncooperation with the Tribunal.

In the cases against Tihomir Blaškić and Dario Kordić it became evident that the policy of prosecuting on the basis of command responsibility might eventually implicate President Tudjman himself and his minister of defense, Gojko Šušak. It seems unsurprising, therefore, that there should have been tension between the ICTY and the Zagreb government, deteriorating from 1997 onward. Under constant international pressure, culminating in the postponement of an agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the government did pass a law on cooperation with the ICTY, and in October 1997 ten Croats indicted for war crimes were transferred to The Hague by the Croatian authorities.

Following a January 1999 speech in which President Tudjman had criticized the ICTY, Chief Prosecutor Louise Arbour expressed her dissatisfaction with the Croatian government’s record of cooperation with the Tribunal, which had been limited so far to gestures. In early March of the same year, a U.S. State Department report presented to the Organization for Co-operation and Development (OECD) criticized Croatia’s human rights record and singled out for comment Croatia’s noncooperation with the ICTY.

During the summer of 1999, in the case of Vinko Martinović-Štela and Mladen Naletilić-Tuta, the Tudjman government cooperated with reluctance with the ICTY, although eventually complying with its requests. Circumscribed by a high degree of legal formalism and responding to the leverage of possible international sanctions, Zagreb was finally persuaded to transfer both men to The Hague.

With the passing of Tudjman it became clear that the new government would take a different position with respect to the ICTY. In his inauguration speech to the Sabor on 18 February 2000, President Stipe Mesić reiterated his desire to accelerate the country’s admission into international organizations and ultimately the European Union. This by implication meant accepting Croatia’s obligations toward the Tribunal. Large quantities of documentation were surrendered to The Hague, and in April the government acceded to a request to examine a reported mass grave outside Gospić. Accordingly, Croatia was accepted officially into the Partnership for Peace program on 25 May.

The new direction in policy created an opportunity for various nationalist groups to attack the policy of cooperation with the Tribunal. Matters were brought to a head on 28 August by the murder in Gospić of Milan Levar. Levar had served as a witness to the Tribunal in 1997 concerning reports of mass executions of Serbs in his hometown—a Croat testifying against other Croats. The government was compelled to act, and initiated a wave of arrests of those accused of war crimes, including a number of military officers.
The result was public uproar led by sections of the Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ) and veterans’ organizations offended by accusations directed against men who were considered to be war heroes. The governing coalition found its cohesion under threat, for a rift appeared to open also between Prime Minister Ivica Račan and President Mesić on this issue. A group of senior military officers sent an open letter of protest to the press agency HINA, claiming that the arrests were part of a politically motivated attempt to discredit the 1991–1995 Homeland War. On 28 September Mesić dismissed the seven generals who had led the protest, insisting that the army should be depoliticized. Although sometimes dismissed as originating with extreme nationalists, these views do seem to have resonated with the public generally.

Three events in particular presented a challenge to the new government’s position, against which it has found it difficult to defend itself—the indictments against Generals Mirko Norac, Ante Gotovina and Rahim Ademi, and Janko Bobetko.

On 8 February 2001 a warrant was issued for the arrest of General Mirko Norac, whose name was linked to the disappearance of Serb civilians from the Gospić area. Norac went into hiding, and the announcement was followed by further demonstrations led by nationalist groups and organizations of veterans. Having received assurances that he would be tried in Croatia and not handed over to the ICTY, Norac surrendered to the police, and on 5 March was formally indicted in Rijeka, at which point Mirko Čondić, head of the largest of the veterans’ organizations, condemned the charges as “shameful and humiliating,” and demanded an amnesty for all Croatian veterans.76

The cases of Gotovina and Ademi were in some respects even more controversial. Initially the government had resisted the invitation to transfer them. Following a visit to Zagreb by Carla del Ponte, at a meeting on 7 July 2001 the cabinet agreed that the two should go to The Hague, upon which Dražen Budiša, leader of the HSLS, and three ministerial colleagues resigned from the coalition government, and Račan faced a motion of no confidence in the Sabor. He survived and on 17 July successfully piloted a statement of the government’s general policy toward the ICTY through the Chamber.

Ademi surrendered himself to The Hague; Gotovina went into hiding. The outrage expressed by some sections of the public and among certain professional soldiers and politicians was directed principally against the indictment of Gotovina. The events cited in the indictment against Gotovina concerned the conduct of Operation Storm, which had resulted in the successful recapture of the secessionist Serb Krajina in August 1995. The very existence of the Krajina compromised Croatian statehood. So important was this that almost any action could be regarded (by some sections of public and official opinion) as justifiable if it led to the confirmation of Croatian statehood in this area. For nationalistic Croats the
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The supreme importance of the end justified any means employed in its realization. To contemplate prosecuting Croatia’s military heroes for war crimes was a direct challenge both to the legitimacy of the Homeland War and the dignity of the state itself.77

A potentially greater embarrassment for the government attended the issue of an indictment against the former Croatian chief of staff, the architect of Croatia’s military strength, General Janko Bobetko, in September 2002. The continuing economic difficulties of the Račan government and the fragility of its coalition rendered it ever more sensitive to controversy. Opinion polls indicated the steady recovery of the popularity of the conservative nationalist HDZ.78 Accordingly, a policy of temporizing was adopted, beginning with a challenge to the indictment in the Appeals Chamber of the ICTY itself. Britain and the Netherlands cancelled their ratification of the Stabilization and Association Agreement between the EU and Croatia, and it became clear that the prospect of entry to the EU was under threat.79 An apparently irreconcilable confrontation between the ICTY and the Croatian government was averted by the failing health of the eighty-three-year-old general, who died in April 2003.

The Social-Democratic government under Račan was defeated in the elections of November 2003, and an alliance headed by the HDZ returned to power under Ivo Sanader. During its period in opposition the HDZ underwent a radical change of ideological orientation, accepting the necessity of confronting the war crimes issue and the importance of cooperating with the Tribunal. The subsequent normalization of relations between Zagreb and The Hague has been recognized to some extent by the willingness of the international agency to support the prosecution of some war crimes cases in Croatian courts. The war crimes issue has remained one of the central areas of debate within Croatian political life and during June 2005 negotiations over entry to the EU featured as one of the principal points of conditionality.

The acceptance of Croatian candidacy was followed on 7 December by the arrest of Gotovina in Spain and his subsequent transfer to The Hague.80 The relative quiet with which this news was received in Croatia, even by nationalist parties, suggests that the consolidation of the secure status of the Croatian state and its growing integration into the framework of European states has reduced the sense of anxiety that formerly hung over challenges to the sanctity of the Homeland War and the threat these might be felt to pose to Croatian identity.

ii. Serbia and the ICTY

The initial response of the international community to the breakup of Yugoslavia—insisting upon the integrity of international boundaries—encouraged the Serbian leader Slobodan Milošević to believe that his attempt to ensure the in-
Integrity of Yugoslavia by military means would be supported. It was not difficult for the Yugoslav press to shrug off the formation of the ICTY in 1993 as an irrelevance. This situation had changed dramatically by 1995, however, when in August Operation Storm ejected Serb forces from the Krajina and triggered in Bosnia a joint Croat–Muslim offensive that was eventually to threaten Banja Luka. International ineffectiveness and inaction was transformed dramatically into effective military intervention in the form of NATO’s Operation Deliberate Force in September. By the end of the year Milošević had been maneuvered into pressuring the Bosnian Serb leadership into reluctant acceptance of the Dayton settlement.

The Tribunal took its place, not surprisingly, in the picture of hostile international encirclement that the Serbian leadership created, partly in order to explain this military and political collapse. This depiction of the ICTY as deliberately and unremittingly anti-Serb has persisted and was intensified by the events of the Kosovo crisis (following the Serbian rejection of the Rambouillet Plan, and the NATO bombing campaign that ended in June 1999) and the ensuing transfer to The Hague of Slobodan Milošević in October 2000.

Resistance to the ICTY has had less to do in Serbia with defense of the state (as in Croatia), and a great deal to do with defense of the regime. Delegitimation of the tribunal in The Hague through manipulative news management became for the leadership of the Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS) both an urgent practical objective, as well as a central ideological one.

The state manipulation of imagery of the war in general, and of the role of the ICTY in particular, was easier to sustain in Serbia because war remained at a distance from the majority of the population. It was not until NATO intervention over Kosovo that, for the most part, the population of Serbia itself had any direct experience of the war. The insistent demands of the Office of the Prosecutor for cooperation, together with the continuing succession of indictments, trials, and sentences of ethnic Serbs, facilitated the diffusion of an atmosphere of paranoia through the state-controlled media of communication.81 This approach to an explanation of Serb attitudes toward the ICTY, however, cannot be reduced to this single dimension.

With the ousting of Milošević on 5–6 October 2000, international opinion anticipated a marked change of stance by the new leadership of the Democratic Opposition of Serbia (DOS). It rapidly became clear, however, that this was not a revolution but a putsch replacing one set of leaders by another. The new ruling coalition was marked by extreme internal divisions. Vojislav Koštunica and Zoran Đinđić had little more in common than their desire to depose the SPS leadership. As in Croatia, therefore, the Serbian response to the ICTY became an internal political issue, although in a very different way.
The war in Serbia produced a mafia-style elite entrenched in a war economy. The new economic bosses were bound up closely with the old political bosses to an extent not matched in Croatia. The new leadership inherited not only an assembly still dominated initially by the SPS but also an unchanged military leadership and a firmly entrenched stratum who occupied the top echelons of the economy, state administration, the judiciary, and to a lesser extent the communications media. This stratum was, in many respects, resistant to the kind of transition that Serbia was expected to make, and elite resistance was intimately bound up with the ways in which war criminality was intertwined with a range of other features of Serbian society, including the military and the “informal economy.” As a result of this internal resistance, compliance with the demands of the Tribunal generally has been secured only by the strenuous exercise of international diplomatic and economic leverage.

A spate of arrests and self-surrenders to the Tribunal followed a period of intensive diplomacy by the EU emissary, Javier Solana, beginning in November 2001. His central concern was the prospect of the further disintegration of Yugoslavia in the form of the secession of Montenegro. A deal was signed on 14 March 2002, following which a new basis for a confederal structure was agreed upon. International efforts to moderate Montenegrin demands for a fundamental restructuring of the union had been secured at a price—cooperation with the ICTY. Coincident with this constitutional agreement, the U.S. government named 31 March as the deadline for Serbian compliance with the ICTY indictments, threatening the loss of 150 million dollars in aid.

Relations between the Serbian and federal governments in Yugoslavia, already seriously tested by the arrest and extradition of Milošević, were placed under enormous strain. Having been defeated twice in the federal assembly (in June 2001 and March 2002), a law was finally adopted making provision for the surrender of citizens to the ICTY.

The situation changed following the assassination of Prime Minister Djindjić on 12 March 2003. It is generally accepted that Djindjić’s willingness to cooperate with the ICTY was one of the reasons behind his murder by agents acting for one of the large criminal organizations. Djindjić’s successor, Zoran Živković, set in motion an energetic campaign to clean out the Augean stable of Serbian political life. A large number of arrests were made, not only in direct connection with the assassination; a reform of the judiciary was announced; and measures were undertaken to hand over several high-profile indictees to The Hague. Under these circumstances, the persistent pressures from the international community to cooperate with the ICTY, might even sometimes have been counterproductive.

The end of the Milošević era in Serbia has not seen the rapid advance of public acceptance of the ICTY, however, and the persistence of skepticism and even hostility toward the Tribunal clearly cannot be reduced to a matter of elite
(and, in particular, media) manipulation. The persistent demands of the international community for compliance produced a response on the part of many Serbs at two levels. At the time of his extradition to The Hague, Milošević had been indicted already by Serbian courts on charges relating to his alleged economic misdemeanors. In light of the decade of economic hardship that ordinary Serbs suffered while he was in power, the intervention of The Hague was perceived not as the supervenience of a higher justice but as the setting aside of their proper grievances in favor of some distant interest and more abstract ideal.

Serb perceptions that their needs for justice were marginalized in this process resonate at a deeper level. Croats see Europe as playing an important part in their ideological self-definition. For Serbs, however, Europe does not play this positive role, and whereas at one level Serbian culture is profoundly European, the relationship to Europe is shot through with an ambivalence that mingle xenophobia and resentment.87

Although public opinion in Serbia gradually has come to accept that there are issues relating to war crimes that need to be addressed, Serbs often feel themselves encircled by an unsympathetic and even hostile environment. Bearing in mind the enormous psychological shock of the NATO bombing campaign of 1999, it is possible to understand how it is that the ICTY took its place as one element in this picture of national isolation and exclusion. This rather paranoid image of the world cannot be reduced to the factor of elite manipulation alone but can be seen to be rooted also in far older and more complex strata of identity formation.

iii. Bosnia-Hercegovina

The experience of war in Bosnia-Hercegovina was markedly different from that of the other republics of the former Yugoslavia in two respects. Fighting touched directly the greater part of its population and territory, and the commission of war crimes was, to a greater or lesser extent, a key component of the strategy of contending forces rather than a set of incidental occurrences.

Not until the Kosovo campaign did the war directly affect the inhabitants of Serbia. Similarly, military action did not spread across the entirety of Croatia, although roughly a third of its territory was the subject of the attempted secession by its ethnic Serb population. Armed conflict was contained and stabilized with the acceptance of the Vance Plan, and the arrival of UNPROFOR in early 1992. In Bosnia-Hercegovina, on the other hand, there can have been very little of the territory and very few of its inhabitants upon whom the war did not directly impinge in one way or another. There were ethnic minorities present in every municipality of Bosnia-Hercegovina, so that at the very least, however relatively homogeneous their populations, they became the sites of ethnic cleansing.
An equally important characteristic of Bosnian experience is the fact that war crimes were not incidental to the action but intrinsic to and definitive of it. The commission of war crimes became in Bosnia-Hercegovina a primary aim of war and one of the principal means of achieving that aim. Only in this republic did one find created a network of detention camps designed as instruments for the relocation of populations, which became the sites for the commission of a succession of barbarities against those detained there. For these reasons the character of the responses of the people of the region to the war crimes process in The Hague has also been different.

In general, the communications media in Bosnia have devoted greater attention than elsewhere to war crimes issues, and Bosnians have had more information about the ICTY and its operation available to them than have the citizens of other post-Yugoslav states. Nevertheless, it is probably true to say that within Bosnia opinion about the value and significance of the Tribunal is more sharply divided than elsewhere, particularly with respect to the difference between the federation and the Republika Srpska.

An additional factor that has defined the nature of both the war and the following peace from Bosnia’s point of view has been the role of international actors. In particular, it is necessary to appreciate the character and significance of the Dayton Agreements, which brought fighting in the republic to an end in November–December 1995. These provided an internationally sanctioned framework backed by military force, which has been upheld vigorously by all international actors involved in the region in the face of every indication that their role can be at best a temporary one and anticipating the construction of a more permanent constitution.

Reading the agreements, it becomes clear that the pursuit and punishment of war criminals was not a central concern of those who drafted and signed them. The General Framework Agreement does commit the parties (in Article IX) to “cooperate in the investigation and prosecution of war crimes and other violations of international humanitarian law.” Similarly, Annex 6 (the Agreement on Human Rights) commits the parties to respect the measures in international law listed in the appendix, which covers comprehensively the legal foundation of the work of the ICTY. Article XIII, paragraph 4, of Annex 6 also records that “All competent authorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina shall cooperate with and provide unrestricted access to the organizations established in this Agreement,” citing explicitly among these the ICTY. The Dayton settlement is almost entirely lacking, however, in providing for the enforcement of these provisions.

The key to the operation of the Dayton constitution in Bosnia is the position of the high representative (HR), whose powers and functions are detailed in Annex 10. The office of the HR is mandated to “monitor the implementation of the peace settlement” in general and to coordinate the activities of the various agen-
cies set up under the agreements. Article II (9), however, notes that “The High Representative shall have no authority over the IFOR and shall not in any way interfere in the conduct of military operations.” Although the International Police Task Force is directly responsible to the HR for its operation, it is not expressly mandated to undertake the pursuit and arrest of indicted war crimes suspects.

As a consequence of the imposition of the Dayton settlement by external agents, and the fact that questions continue to hang over both its durability and its legitimacy, the essential character of Bosnian society and a Bosnian state are permanently in question. Because of the acute sensitivity of any challenge to it, however, and the difficulty of finding a route toward an acceptable alternative, it is impossible to advocate any major constitutional change in Bosnia with any chance of success. To challenge accounts of what has happened in the past and attempt a dispassionate scrutiny of the route by which things came to be as they are, it is necessary to ask awkward questions about the role of powerful international agents and by implication to suggest that the Dayton settlement might have been contingent rather than necessary. Consequently, as Zlatko Hadžidedić expresses it graphically, “Bosnia now = no future/no past.” The Bosnia created by Dayton is founded upon the “ethnoterritorialization” of the republic—its division into entities and cantons based upon “the idea of an ethnic group’s ‘ownership’ over an entire territory and its resources.” All questions about the past and the future of Bosnia, therefore, come to be refracted through the prism of definitions derived from this pattern of ethnic ownership of territories. By creating a rigid structure of oligarchic ethnocracy, the legacy of Dayton has been the blockage of the process of the normalization of Bosnian society in the postwar period.

Despite the fact that the Tribunal in The Hague is often justified in terms of its potential for enabling people to come to terms with their past, and thereby to move unburdened by it into their future, in Bosnia the ICTY is inescapably implicated in patterns and processes that encumber any consideration of the past or future with ideology and frustrate the possibility of recreating normal society.

Because so much of the fabric of life in the republic is bound up with an order imposed by the international community, there has emerged a tendency to see all forms of external intervention in Bosnian life as parts of a single tissue. The sense of stasis, blockage, and artificiality that has come to infuse all aspects of public life, emanating from the Dayton institutions, is diffused subjectively to all international agents. As a result, perceptions of the ICTY cannot be insulated from the prevailing mood of resignation and cynicism reflected in the responses of many in our focus group study.

These aspects of Bosnian life are clearly reflected in the pattern of cooperation or noncooperation between different local groups and organizations and the
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ICTY. Although the government of Bosnia-Hercegovina recognized and agreed to cooperate with the Tribunal from the outset, the authorities within the two entities have not been distinguished by their eagerness to support its work. This has been the case particularly with the Republika Srpska, where it had not been difficult for the former leader of the Serbian Democratic Party, Radovan Karadžić, to continue to evade attempts to find and detain him. The RS has come to be regarded as a safe haven for ethnic Serbs under indictment, and Bosnian Serb politicians continue to maintain a public facade of denial. Ethnic Croats tend to be divided in their attitudes, with the uniformly Croat areas of western Hercegovina adjacent to the border with Croatia adhering to strongly separatist views and deeply suspicious of the Tribunal, and the more dispersed and ethnically mixed communities of central Bosnia and the Posavina inclined to favor the perpetuation of an ethnically diverse Bosnia and to view the ICTY with greater sympathy. In contrast, the Bošnjak parties and other groups committed to the integrity of a united Bosnia, such as the Social Democrats, have broadly given their support to the ICTY.

The situation is complicated, to some extent, by the power of the Office of the High Representative (OHR). Because the HR needs to consider the efficacy of his intervention across the entire range of issues that concern him, he is naturally likely to optimize the use of the resources available. In other words, he is not able to secure simultaneously all of the outcomes that might appear to be desirable at any one time. Refraining from putting his entire weight behind the investigations of the ICTY under these circumstances can appear to be rational where doing so might allow room for maneuver in pursuit of other political goals.

Military commanders also can, and do, point out that their duties extend well beyond support for the ICTY and that they are operating with limited resources. What is more, it is appropriate for them to consider the circumstances under which they are prepared to expose their personnel to danger, and several arrests have involved the exchange of gunfire with those they have pursued. There has been confusion over the interpretation of the responsibilities of military commanders and, hence, lack of consistency in their conduct.

A good deal of the cynicism with which many Bosnians regard the ICTY has to do with the frequency with which individuals known to have been implicated in war crimes remain free to live their lives with impunity within Bosnia—either because the Tribunal has determined that their actions were not of sufficient seriousness to merit indictment or because the evidence does not appear to be sufficiently strong. Alternatively, the actions they committed may have fallen short of the level of seriousness that could expose them to retribution through the ICTY. Justifiably and understandably or not, there are gaps between indictments issued
and arrests achieved and between perceptions of responsibility or guilt and liability for punishment. These perceived discrepancies between what might have been expected of the international presence in Bosnia and its actions are commonly seen as contributing to the prevailing cynicism about the international community and work together to reinforce the sense of disillusionment with which the Tribunal is generally regarded.

It is important to separate questions relating to legal (or moral) responsibility for the outbreak of war (*jus ad bellum*) from those relating to responsibility for conduct during war (*jus in bello*). The Tribunal in The Hague is mandated to deal with questions of the latter kind but not of the former. In the minds of many people in the Balkans, especially in Bosnia and particularly when viewed from a moral as well as a legal point of view, these two types of questions tend to merge. Because of the nature of the circumstances surrounding the extension of war into Bosnia there is a powerful sense of the extent to which the international community must be held to account for its share of responsibility for war, even if not for its conduct. These two types of questions, though separated in legal thinking in this area, are fused in popular understanding.

### VI. Summary and Conclusions

This report has inevitably drawn attention to points on which the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia might be regarded as open to criticism. It would be a mistake to conclude without recognizing that the Tribunal has much to its credit. The team would not wish the critical points made here to distract from its positive achievements in bringing justice to the region and a measure of truth to the understanding of its recent past.

The wider importance of the Tribunal has yet to be determined, but it will certainly find an important place in the overall narrative of the development of international humanitarian law. We noted in our account of the foundation of the ICTY that international concerns with security and stability were in the forefront of the minds of international actors. Peace ranked as the primary goal, whereas justice was perceived as generally secondary and instrumental. Kerr asks whether it might be the case that the ICTY has actually succeeded “to elevate the status of justice in relation to order,” and not simply within its original Balkan context.93

The conclusion to which our group has come is that there is no evidence of systematic bias—certainly not of deliberate bias—on the part of the ICTY against any of the ethnic groups in the former Yugoslavia. This is hardly a surprising conclusion because the scholarly literature available at the time of the launch of our project did not lead us to expect that we would find such evidence. We have
confirmed, nevertheless, that the perception of bias is both persistent and widespread (although diminishing over time, to be replaced in some cases by cynicism and indifference), and we believe that this perception needs to be taken seriously. In the course of our investigation several things have become clear that help to make intelligible that apparent contradiction.

First of all, the absence of deliberate partiality on the part of the Tribunal does not mean that it is free from faults that are conducive to the attribution of one-sidedness. It was created primarily to promote peace and stability in the Balkans and to implement a body of international law. These requirements were principally for internationally recognizable professional standards and mutually acceptable compromises between different judicial traditions. None of these factors took account centrally of the perceptions of, and needs for, justice held by people in the ex-Yugoslav states.

The pursuit of justice through the Tribunal had to be framed in relation to specific constraints of resources, time, and political will. Resort to the Tribunal became a sanction that could be deployed in order to further ends other than justice. Since its creation, the Tribunal has added to its original purposes an ever-growing range of expectations that no court of justice could ever be expected to meet. It has been burdened with the tasks of creating a historical record of events; “healing the wounds of war”; “lifting the burden of collective guilt”; paving the way to reconciliation; and deterring future violators. The primary goals of the institution, however, have been the search for justice and for truth.

Despite the fact that those of the team (and others) who have had direct contact with the ICTY have paid tribute to the hard work, dedication, and professionalism of its staff, the constraints under which they have been recruited, as well as the conditions under which they work, do reveal differences in their degree of competence. Errors of judgment, however, do not equate to deliberate bias, even if they might contribute to perceptions of unfairness.

These critical remarks certainly do not identify the ICTY as a failure or seriously challenge its legitimacy. It has constituted an important development in the field of international justice and one that has probably made a significant contribution to transitional justice, as well as to its original purpose of furthering peace and stability in the region. Nevertheless, the orientation that it has adopted toward global actors and the global criteria of its success have resulted in its presenting, to some extent, a blank facade toward the very region that might have been presumed to be its most important constituency—the peoples of the former Yugoslavia. In retrospect, perhaps, it can even be said to have been seriously negligent in its failure to address this audience.
On this condition of blankness and relative unintelligibility, it has been possible to project a variety of different interpretations of its character and purposes. These have varied among the states emergent in the Yugoslav space, dependent upon their different political processes and culture. The ICTY has come to be inserted in contrasting ways into local political processes, meeting responses that in many ways were quite dissimilar and following divergent trajectories. In Croatia, although the ICTY was at first experienced as a direct threat to Croatia’s newly realized independent statehood, the growing security of its situation worked together with the sustained pressure of international agents to promote a fairly general acceptance of the importance of the work of the Tribunal—especially among its political elite. In Serbia, on the other hand, the manner in which political and military elites became enmeshed with a culture of violence and criminality worked together with aspects of the country’s economic deprivation and its historical culture to deepen the widespread conviction that the ICTY was only one component of an international environment that was hostile to Serbs and Serbia. Public opinion studies show that the modification of these antagonistic perceptions of the Tribunal there has been far slower and is more incomplete. In Bosnia-Hercegovina the structure of ethnic oligarchies created by war has been sustained by the action of international agents, with which the ICTY is grouped in public perceptions. Here attitudes toward The Hague are inseparable from the general sense of alienation that pervades other aspects of Bosnian political culture.

Despite these differences, it has been possible to identify some uniformities in local responses to the ICTY. Aspirations that it might provide anything like a complete account of the experience of war have not been met—and for pragmatic reasons, cannot be. The hope that it might promote reconciliation between the peoples of the region does not appear to have been realized. Reconciliation, if it is to be achieved, is an immense task that will clearly require more than judicial intervention and will extend well beyond the lifetime of the ICTY. The demand that the Tribunal should furnish a reckoning of the moral responsibility for the war has been deliberately set aside. It is not because the ICTY has been a bad court of law that it has failed to deliver a sense of realized justice in these areas—it is precisely because it is a court of law and for that very reason is unable to address these questions.

Caution should be exercised, however, in the extent to which criticism of the ICTY should be reduced to the status of the proprietary myths of nationalist politicians and thereby dismissed. There is a danger that a desire to support the legitimacy of the Tribunal could lapse into a kind of Orientalism. In North America, and in a Europe intent upon expansion of the Union, there is a tendency to disparage all concerns over national identity as irredeemably nonmodern. Such
negativity is frequently implicit in the judgment of nationalism. The search for national identities and an understanding of their significance is an understandable element of cultural development throughout the Balkan region (as elsewhere). It is not always easy to judge which aspects of this process might be malevolent and to what extent.

The penetration into the Yugoslav space of global judicial institutions (which in any case are of relatively recent creation, and poorly understood anywhere) is naturally and necessarily problematic. If the Scholars’ Initiative has a role to play in relation to these events, it must go beyond an aspiration merely to debunk local mythologies and embrace the task of furthering a more objective general understanding of changes that affect us all.
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